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Abstract 

The amount of data within the product development process requires a structured approach to coordinate them. 

Knowledge management solutions, such as ontologies, are a suitable way of linking data and representing 

semantic relationships. However, making all relevant data usable to ensure their target-oriented application is 

still a challenge. Thus, this contribution presents an approach to identify and classify heterogeneous data in 

product development. Besides this single ontology approach, interface solutions for data integration into an 

ontology are proposed. 
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1. Introduction 
Within the product development process, a multitude of heterogeneous data is generated, which must be 

considered in design decisions. This product development data is stored in various data bases or knowledge 

representations, which often stand alone with missing linking for the further use of the data. On the one 

hand, considering necessary data and verifying its completeness is challenging, since suitable approaches 

for their identification are lacking. On the other hand, the large number of existing heterogeneous data 

sources in product development poses a fundamental challenge for data linking. These sources impede 

central access and, therefore, the meaningful use of the available data (Bittel, 2014). For this reason, it is 

required to transfer the data into a uniform format. Thus, knowledge management systems were established 

to access the heterogeneous data and make them usable for, e.g., decision-making situations. In this 

context, the use of ontologies, which have been defined as an explicit specification of a conceptualization 

(Gruber, 1993), is recommended as they function as a knowledge management solution where they provide 

a semantic link between the data and open up connections between the classes. This contribution aims to 

solve the interface problems between heterogeneous data in product development and ontologies. For this 

purpose, existing data is analyzed and classified so that suitable interface solutions can then be proposed. 

2. Background and state of the art 
These challenges can be solved by utilizing existing work. Thus, chapter 2.1 addresses various knowledge 

representation approaches that enable the analysis and classification of product development data. In 

addition, chapter 2.2 deals with ontologies as a knowledge management solution for unifying information. 

2.1. Knowledge representation and classification in product development 

Due to the multifaceted knowledge in product development, it is challenging to organize the product 

development data in a suitable way to ensure that the relevant data can be utilized. Therefore, the 
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modeling of product knowledge has been studied by a literature review addressing various ontology-

based frameworks for product modeling and their architecture (Lyu et al., 2017). To structure the 

comprehensive product data, classification features and associated exemplary expressions of product 

models are illustrated in (Kohn, 2014), whereby the knowledge base is described in an ontology. The 

author provides a step-by-step method with rules and instructions for accessing the required user-

specific knowledge, which is supported by checklists, templates and correlation matrices. Rachuri et al. 

(2008) aimed at adapting especially product lifecycle management (PLM) data formats, such as the 

Standard for the Exchange of Product Data (STEP) or the System Modeling Language (SysML). 

Therefore, Rachuri et al. (2008) attached them graphically to the individual steps of the product life 

cycle as well as complementary aspects of the information (divided into product, process and enterprise 

services). In this approach, a basic classification of standards was presented, whereby a multiple 

assignment of data types to the phases as well as the information is plausible. In contrast to the 

classification of specific data standards, a categorization of the different types of knowledge into their 

so-called units (pictorial, symbolic, linguistic, virtual and algorithmic) represents a more general 

grouping of the knowledge elements within the product development, since no concrete data formats 

are specified (Owen and Horváth, 2002). To expand the approach of (Owen and Horváth, 2002), their 

knowledge units are classified with examples, e.g. mathematical equations were assigned to the 

algorithmic unit (Chandrasegaran et al., 2013). In order to use or extend existing approaches to 

knowledge representation and its classification schemes, knowledge management solutions, such as 

ontologies, are required. 

2.2. Usage of ontologies in product development 

Ontologies use specifically designed languages. The Resource Description Framework (RDF) was 

developed by the World Wide Web Consortium (W3C) and represents a data model in a graph structure 

(Schreiber and Raimond, 2014). Since it exclusively contains information, the ontology language Web 

Ontology Language (OWL) was released on this basis, which links this information to represent 

knowledge based on description logics (Imane et al., 2021). Classes are defined, which in turn group 

individuals and are connected by properties to the previously defined classes (Hitzler et al., 2008).  

 
Figure 1. Ontology approaches according to (Fahad, 2023) 

Ontologies should not only structure existing knowledge and data, but also identify semantic 

relationships. This enables the identification of untapped relationships or the consideration of multi-

criteria requirements. Besides, there are different approaches for linking knowledge by means of 

ontologies. Figure 1 illustrates the basic schemes of the Single, Multiple and Hybrid Ontology 

Approach. The Multiple and Hybrid Ontology Approach combine holistic, already existing ontologies 

(Wache et al., 2001), which can be accomplished with established interlinkage approaches. In contrast, 

the focus of the Single Ontology Approach is on a singular global ontology that incorporates various 

heterogeneous data sources (Subhashini and Akilandeswari, 2011). In this context, an existent product 

development ontology is regarded as the basis into which the data has to be integrated.  
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Thereby, the challenge lies in the identification of relevant data and the integration into this ontology 

via an interface. 

3. Need for action and research question 
The utilization of heterogeneous product development data and their different formats is challenging. 

Existing approaches focus on the representation and classification, but are neither oriented to established 

product development processes nor intended to analyze and categorize the data considering interface 

solutions. Nevertheless, classifying the data creates a basis for finding appropriate interfaces between 

product development data and knowledge representation for a data category and uncovers potential 

research gaps. However, the underlying overviews for data classification are only partially usable in the 

context of data identification.  

With regard to the use of ontologies for knowledge representation in product development, (Š         

al., 2010) present a fundamental design ontology as a basis for knowledge exchange and management. 

A m       Š      (2009) pursue the approach of comparing the theoretical Engineering Design 

Integrated Taxonomies ontology (EDIT) with the practice-oriented Design Ontology (DO) with regard 

to their concepts and relationships to subsequently design a template ontology in the product 

development domain through merging. However, the focus of (A m       Š     , 2009) was placed on 

the conceptualization of independent ontologies in this domain and not on the coordination of the 

necessary interfaces for such existing ontologies. Therefore, there is a lack of approaches, which support 

the user in integrating relevant product development data into an ontology.  

So, an overall concept is needed that ensures the identification and classification of the corresponding 

data and offers suitable interface solutions. Accordingly, this paper aims for an approach to integrate 

heterogeneous product development data in ontologies based on the Single Ontology Approach. Thus, 

the focus is on integrating data with interfaces instead on developing an overarching, holistic product 

development ontology. Taking these aspects into account, the following research question is raised and 

will be answered in this contribution: How can existing product development data be integrated for 

further use in an ontology according to the Single Ontology Approach? 

To answer the raised question, knowledge representation schemes in product development are first 

analyzed, whereas the approach of (Owen and Horváth, 2002) offers a suitable basis for transferring the 

relevant data into a generic context for further use and to classify them. This is applied to the product 

development process according to (Verein Deutscher Ingenieure, 2019). The process serves as a 

reference for a subsequent assignment of data to the sub-activities and ensures the completeness of the 

identified data types. The classified data is used as the basis for identifying possible interface solutions 

for integrating product development data into an ontology. 

Therefore, the remainder of the paper is structured as follows: Chapter 4 proposes an approach for 

product developers to manage the integration of product development data into ontologies. Then, 

chapter 5.1 introduces a classification of these heterogeneous data, which is the basis for the assignment 

of existing interface solutions in chapter 5.2. Finally, the discussion of the approach in chapter 6, 

followed by a summary and an outlook in chapter 7. 

4. Approach for data integration in ontologies 
Figure 2 shows the the proposed approach for integrating product development data into an end-user 

ontology including a step-by-step description. First, the Ontology Approaches (Single, Multiple, 

Hybrid) should be analyzed and the appropriate one should be selected for the specific use case. The 

following process described within this contribution is based on the Single Ontology Approach, since 

the findings are easily transferable to the other mentioned approaches. Then, the relevant data for the 

integration into the ontology has to be identified and classified by following the procedure and 

classification scheme described in chapter 5.1. Before integrating the data, it has to be determined 

whether unrestricted access to the identified data can be provided and which data protection guidelines, 

if one exists, must be observed. To manage the integration of the identified product development data 

into an ontology, the proposed classification can be used for the definition of appropriate interface 
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solutions, whereby the mapping overview in chapter 5.2 is a sufficient starting point helping to evaluate, 

whether new interface solutions have to be developed. 

 
Figure 2. Approach for product development data integration in ontologies 

5. Classification of data and overview of interface solutions 
In order to obtain an overview of the heterogeneous data available in product development, the data 

formats of the product development process are first identified and then categorized. This categorization 

aims to find classes among the numerous individual data formats, which enable easy linking to an 

ontology by higher-level interface solutions. Finally, these solutions are summarized. 

5.1. Heterogeneous data in product development 

While identifying the product development data, the focus is on explicit, documentable knowledge 

within product development, since implicit knowledge is mostly experiential knowledge, which is bound 

to single persons and difficult to communicate (Verein Deutscher Ingenieure, 2009). Therefore, data has 

to be considered as a baseline in the first step. The identification of the data is supported by the 

categorization of (Owen and Horváth, 2002), who divide the data types in product development into the 

five classes pictorial, symbolic, linguistic, virtual and algorithmic. This ensures that the data can be 

identified and classified into data types for which interface solutions can be used later on. To assign 

specific formats to these categories, the output data of the product development process, described by 

(Verein Deutscher Ingenieure, 2019), is analyzed. Moreover, the data is categorized according to its 

dimensionality, see Figure 3. This leads to a clear and transparent structure that enables a straightforward 

categorization of the data types. Furthermore, overlaps can be easily identified, when new data formats 

are added. This supports the expandability of the data classification.  

For 1D formats, text based documents, for example the bill of materials are used. These can be assigned 

to the linguistic class, in this context, better referred to as textual data. In addition, algorithmic 

descriptions, which include mathematical expressions, and the symbolic unit for logical representations, 

such as evaluation schemes, are one-dimensional data. Within the product development also pictorial 

representations arise, which are assigned to the 2D format. These include drawings, such as technical 

drawings, as well as principle sketches. Graph representations, usually applied in functional models or 

module lists, cannot be assigned directly to the schema according to (Owen and Horváth, 2002). Thus, 

it is extended by a new subcategory within the 2D formats, since every graph can be transformed into a 

2D adjacency matrix. Finally, the 3D formats are differentiated into meshes (both volume and surface 

meshes), as they are used in Finite Element Analysis (FEA) simulations, and volume models. These 

include BREP (Boundary Representation) and CSG (Constructive Solid Geometry) data. Linguistic 

content is not considered here, since the examples taken up by (Owen and Horváth, 2002) such as taped 

verbal or typed textual communication are already classified under the class textural. Videos, for 

example, could be considered as a fourth dimension, although they are not a main outcome of the product 

development process. 
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Figure 3. Assignment of data within the product development process to their format types 

Based on the classification of (Verein Deutscher Ingenieure, 2019), the left side of Figure 4 picks up 

the activities, their tasks and the results of the sub-steps and assigns the classified data types and 

their dimensions to that context. Some elements encompass several subtasks of the process, being 

relevant for various steps or are partly revised and adapted and, thus, run through multiple iteration 

loops.  

 
Figure 4. Product development process according to (Verein Deutscher Ingenieure, 2019) with 

the assigned data 

During data integration, it is important that the latest version of data is always available to the ontology 

and not redundant. The increase in information over the steps of the product development process is 

reflected by the fact that only one-dimensional formats are present at project initiation, whereas the 

largest dimension (3D) is used in the final subtasks. Within the proposed approach, the granularity of 

the data is adapted for further use in analyzing interface solutions. For example, the subdivision of the 

volume models into their software-specific file formats is not useful. In contrast, higher-level 

approaches to interface integration should be developed, referring, for instance, to standard exchange 

formats. In addition, newly emerging file formats can be equally assigned to the higher-level groups for 

which, at best, interface solutions already exist. This classification degree reduces consequently the 
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development expenditure. Insofar, the overview serves an examination of the data to raise awareness of 

possible interface problems and for the examination of the available data on their completeness, so that 

no relevant contents remain unconsidered. In the next step, based on this and by assigning the use case-

specific data to the superordinate classes, solutions can be found for the respective integration options. 

5.2. Integration of product development data into an ontology 

The previously introduced classification scheme and their categorization according to the data types 

enables the description of the integration into an ontology, see overview in Table 1. In the one-

dimensional domain, various interface solutions are available for textural data. For the integration of 

Excel data, the Cellfie plugin for the well-established ontology editor Protégé (Musen, 2015) represents 

a promising option by specifying transformation rules and axioms for the data provided to guarantee 

integration into the ontology (Protégé Project, 2022). Furthermore, Buitelaar et al. (2008) published a 

system for ontology-based information extraction from heterogeneous data resources (SOBA) that 

integrates plain text into an ontology based on Natural Language Processing (NLP), but also takes 

content such as table and image captions as well as duplicates into account. In this way, a meaningful 

description of images can already be used to integrate initial pictorial information. Using Artificial 

Intelligence (AI) approaches, specifically NLP, Korel et al. (2022) present their proposed Text-to-

Ontology Mapping that enables integrating textual data by applying artificial neural networks and 

classifiers. Ahmad and Gillam (2005) introduce an attempt to automatically integrate unstructured text 

into ontologies by utilizing algorithms to analyze keywords, extract them, and transform them into a 

semantic network based on frequently used words. Accordingly, the application focuses on the 

preliminary generation of ontologies and their classes. The overview shows that there are various 

approaches for the integration of text data, for which likewise a multiplicity of modified and adapted 

publications exists and the methods represented here embody no complete listing in consequence. 

However, it should be noted that the ones presented here are based on elementary approaches.  

For the representation of dimensions and calculations, the approach of Natho (2005) can be used, which 

aims at creating an ontology by means of a semantic analysis of mathematical language and its 

structures. This is implemented by applying predicate logic and axiomatic set theory, which forms a 

terminological model for deriving mathematical concepts. 

To make abstract symbolic representations usable, the symbolic Artificial Intelligence (AI) system 

became established. This transforms a series of logic-like reasoning steps into linguistic representations 

based on relationships between objects as well as inference rules, and has the capabilities to identify 

features in high-resolution data through Deep Learning (Garnelo and Shanahan, 2019). Bordes et al. 

(2011) present an approach built on the symbolic AI system to obtain the original data and embed the 

symbolic representations into a vector space, allowing the knowledge bases to be represented as graphs. 

Interface solutions for these graphs can be found in the following paragraph. 

Since ontologies are a formal representation of knowledge, it initially proves to be non-trivial to 

integrate images and their information. A first approach is formed by Buitelaar et al. (2008), who analyze 

initial descriptions through image captions and subsequently integrate them in an ontology. However, 

this is not a fully comprehensive approach to fundamentally exploit the information indeed represented 

in images. For this purpose, the information stored in images must be transferred into formal language 

to incorporate it into an ontology. By means of classification of images, they can be annotated to assign 

semantic information to the information source (Wache et al., 2001). Liu et al. (2005) use features from 

digital camera metadata as well as those from image content for this purpose and employ the linear 

discriminant analysis (LDA) algorithm in their contribution, which implements linear combinations 

between fixed features and generates newly combined features. In the application domain of 

biomechanics, Temal et al. (2008) present the integration of medical images into an ontology through 

the use of image annotation, performed by humans or computer programs. The transfer of the approach 

to the topic area of product development seems feasible due to the generally valid approach to describe 

the image contents and by the proven integration into a medical ontology. 

In contrast to images, the integration of two-dimensional data types into an ontology also requires the 

consideration of graphs. Knowledge Graphs can represent information via the Resource Description 

Framework (RDF) format, which is the basic data format of the Semantic Web (Imane et al., 2021). The 
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graphs are defined by nodes and their connections and are represented in so-called triples, which have 

the following structure: <subject> <predicate> <object> (Schreiber and Raimond, 2014). As an example 

of this structure, the following context could be defined: <ontologies> <own> <classes>. If the RDF 

format is already available, this can be directly integrated into an ontology editor such as Protégé 

(Musen, 2015) to represent a simple ontology. In addition, Horst (2005) presents an approach to the 

semantic extension of RDF Scheme, so that this can also be applied to the OWL vocabulary. 

For the integration of simulation data, (Kestel et al., 2019) proposed a text and data mining based 

approach, which transfers the data elements from simulation documents such as reports, guidelines, 

conference and journal contributions into an ontology. This part of the approach can be assigned to the 

one-dimensional textual format and is therefore not in the focus of 3D data analyzed here. Also, an 

interface solution for the data transformation of the three-dimensional simulation models is being 

examined. To enable their further use, an intermediate step is taken that transform them into a 

subordinate dimension. The simulation models are converted into structured reports using the report 

generation tool of the CAE (Computer Aided Engineering) system ANSYS Workbench, the contents of 

which can then be integrated into an ontology using text and data mining. The resulting reports contain, 

for example, contact settings between the existing elements as well as geometric and material 

information, the convergence of simulation results, outcomes such as the maxium mises stress and 

scripting commands for the application of special modeling operations.  

In contrast, Boussuge et al. (2019) present an approach whose basis is a knowledge-based CAE model 

that provides analysts with knowledge to describe the 3D simulation model in a simulation intent 

ontology in addition to geometric representations. In this context, cellular modeling intends the 

segmentation of the three-dimensional space and the assignment of simulation attributes. 

In addition to the segmentation of the volume model, geometry simplifications and design updates as 

well as material data, loads and boundary conditions are included. In contrast, OntoBREP represents a 

practical approach to translate topological and geometric entities into OWL, which is implemented using 

semantic processing of the Boundary Representations (BREP) of volume models (Perzylo et al., 2015). 

For the further use of volume models, the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) 

provides a tool called OntoSTEP, available as a Protégé plugin, which semantically extends the data in 

the standard STEP exchange format and translates it into an OWL-DL (OWL description logics) based 

on the creation of a terminology (TBox) and an assertion component (ABox) (Barbau et al., 2012). The 

SeED approach similarly pursues the semantic integration of volume model data into an ontology, built 

up in different steps to decompose and segment the model at hand (Dworschak et al., 2019). In this 

approach, the data is represented in a 1D array and stored as an xlsx file, which can preferably be 

integrated into the ontology using the previously presented Cellfie plugin (Protégé Project, 2022). 

Table 1. Identified interface approaches for the integration of product development data 

xD Data Interface Approaches Source 

1D Textual Cellfie 

SOBA 

Text-to-Ontology Mapping 

Unstructured Text 

(Protégé Project, 2022) 

(Buitelaar et al., 2008) 

(Korel et al., 2023) 

(Ahmad and Gilliam, 2005) 

 Algorithmic Semantic analysis of mathematical language (Natho, 2005) 

 Symbolic Symbolic artificial intelligence (Bordes et al., 2011) 

2D Graphs Image annotation (Temal et al., 2008) 

 Pictures Semantic extension of RDF Scheme (Horst, 2005) 

3D Meshes Text and data mining 

Simulation intent ontology 

(Kestel et al., 2019) 

(Boussuge et al., 2019) 

 Volume models OntoBREP 

OntoSTEP 

SeED approach 

(Perzylo et al., 2015) 

(Barbau et al., 2012) 

(Dworschak et al., 2019) 
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6. Discussion 
With the help of the presented step-by-step approach according to Figure 2, the research questions could 

be answered as follows. The research question focuses on how product development data can be integrated 

in an ontology. The user can now use an approach to manage the interface challenges between 

heterogeneous product development data and ontologies. Based on previous schemes, the data was 

classified and the data types and their dimensions were assigned to the product development process. On 

the one hand, it provides an overview to enable decision-making considering the relevant data. On the 

other hand, the classification and identification build a basis for identifying solutions for integrating similar 

product development data into a knowledge representation solution such as ontologies. In chapter 5.2, 

interface solutions were analyzed and presented in an overview, assigned to the previously developed 

classes. Appropriate interface solutions were identified for each class of product development data. 

However, some approaches such as OntoSTEP (Barbau et al., 2012) or text and data mining (Kestel et 

al., 2019) for the integration of simulation data are based on the principle of transforming the data back 

into a subordinate dimension, usually as textual data.  

Possible loss of data can occur during the transformation. This was not specifically mentioned by the 

authors, but should be the focus of further research. In the elaboration of the existing solutions for data 

integration, the diverse use of data-driven methods became clear. Data mining approaches offer 

significant potential, mainly in the processing of one-dimensional data. In future steps, other interfaces 

have to be analyzed for the advanced application of data-driven methods.  

Beyond this, the contribution focuses on the Single Ontology Approach for integrating heterogeneous 

data, whereby the Multiple and Hybrid Ontology Approach were not addressed. In the further procedure, 

the Single Ontology Approach serves as a basis, which should be extended by linking further ontologies 

or migrating them to a shared one. This can be done by applying established linking approaches, which 

allows to use the integrated heterogeneous data in a superordinate context. For this purpose, the 

following methods can be used: matching, where relationships between entities of the different 

ontologies are searched (Euzenat and Shvaiko, 2013), mapping, which aims to find semantic matches 

between ontologies (Mao, 2007) or merging, where mapped parts are merged into an overall concept 

(Amrouch and Mostefai, 2012). 

In addition, the data should be prioritized based on its role in decision-making situations to ensure that 

only use case specific elements are included in the ontology. To avoid excessive accumulations of data 

in the ontology that are leading to a lack of clarity, it must be checked whether data must be entirely 

integrated. For the elimination of redundant information in the ontology, intentional forgetting 

approaches could be pursued (Kügler et al., 2018). 

7. Conclusion and outlook 
Ontologies represent a solid and flexible knowledge management solution in which existing data can be 

centralized and made usable through their semantic representation. The introduced approach provides a 

classification of data formats that ensures their completeness and serves as a basis for the description of 

further, newly developed data formats in product development, facilitating their integration into 

ontologies. Due to the developed identification and classification of the data in Figure 4, the complexity 

of handling the various heterogeneous data can be reduced by using the assigned interface solutions. 

These results should be integrated into a broader approach to consider additional issues, discussed in the 

previous chapter, for the further use of product development data within an ontology. 

With regard to data interfaces, further research could focus on the design of prefabricated and integrable 

interface solutions or plugins such as Cellfie (Protégé Project, 2022) or OntoSTEP (Barbau et al., 2012) 

by elaborating methodological approaches. These facilitate data management, promising to save time in 

the design of product development ontologies. In addition, the use of data-driven methods for (partially) 

automated data integration should be enforced. Therefore, the classification approach serves as a suitable 

foundation for implementing ontology learning approaches. 
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